Product: MacSkate
Company: Marathon Computer
<www.marathoncomputer.com/
macskate.html>
Requirements: any Power Mac G4 or G3
Blue & White "handled" case
Price: (US) $59.00
Test Rig: PowerMac G4/DP 1.42Ghz/1 GB
RAM
Review Date: 09 June 2004

I'm reclaiming my life. And my Dining Room. I'm tired of always looking over
there and seeing piles of wires and unpaid bills. I guess it's a sign of old age. But
how do I hide my CPU and still have it be easily accessible?
"MacSkate adds mobility. And convenience. Roll out your Skate-equipped Mac to
get to the rear ports. Turn it a little bit to get into the side door. Pull it closer to
get discs in and out. Wheee! The four full-swiveling casters let it slip around
corners as agile and sure-footed as a cat. Your Mac can go where you want it to,
always ready... and its feet never have to touch the floor."
Finally, some actual tires to kick!

The Good
I'm the son of a retired industrial engineer. So, I rolled up my sleeves, opened
the box and got to work. Remove the four hex screws holding the bottom
handles in place. Place the skate where the handles where and line up the screw
holes. Insert the four Phillips headed screws provided and tighten. Whew! Time
for a beer and a lie down.
The casters work fine on hard services (please resist the urge to use your mobile
tower as an expensive And it worked well on my short/medium piled rug.
Delivery was by UPS and took only two-three days.

The Bad
Online help that has to be downloaded separately as a .pdf file. For this price, I
believe that it should automatically be part of the download. No biggie, but all
the same ...

The Ugly
Nada.

The Close
Anyone who has to diagram anything (and I do mean anything, be it a room, a
project, a story line, what-have-you) can most definitely benefit from this
program. It's every bit as malleable as your imagination.
I just used it for one simple project that I needed done. You should really
download the demo and apply it to your life and see what it can do for you.
Now if only it would actually move the furniture ...

Rating: 9 out of 10
Pull Quote: “It's every bit as malleable as your imagination.”
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